Sunday, August 12, 2018

Good Morning!
Looks like it has been raining for much of the
night & it is still coming down heavily this
morning, so some much needed relief for the
farmers, their crops & their live stock.
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The landscapes, trees, parks & gardens will
also welcome some decent rainfall, though I
doubt if many parents will welcome it quite so
enthusiastically - with another four weeks still
to go of the school summer holidays!
Image 1: The current Ivory Stripe paper
collection still has more than twenty sheets on
file, so another three weeks to go. I must have
got carried away designing these so I will most
likely get bored uploading them & start
deleting them from the file, which is why I try
to limit the collections to a maximum of thirty
sheets!
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Image 2: There is a little group of four of these
decoupage sheets to collect, & you will
definitely need your craft knife at hand for the
final layer of each one!
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Image 3: Here is a fun little Christmas sheet
where I have given you a mixture of greeting
panels to suit the person you are sending it to.
Image 4: I have noted that you appear to like
this form of decoupage judging by the footfall
to that page, so here is another one for you.
This one appears to be a housemaid doing
the washing? I had space left on the sheet so
added a couple of mirrored mini images to
this one for you too.
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Image 5: I created this paper especially to team
up with the following sheet, though I did design
a little bunch of mono images that I have
dubbed Vintage Office, so this will work with
those too when I upload them.
Image 6: A pretty straight forward, not to
mention easy to cut out, decoupage sheet for
you now, that will team up with the paper from
image 5. You could add a hand written or
stamped greeting to the paper feeding out of
the machine or even pencil in a little heart
maybe?
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Image 7: Another little gift box template for you
now, though I really must sit down for a day &
work up some more templates for you as the file
is on empty now!
Image 8: Again a Christmas image that I used
last year & just hope that I have used it in a
different way this time! So Santa dropping off
the gift while the kids sleep through.
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Image 9: While I was on my little mono journey I
came up with this little bunch of three papers, so
I have grouped them into one file to make it
easier for you to download them.
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Image 10: The bonus sheet for this morning is
one from the metallics that I was also playing
around with recently. A bit of an optical illusion
this one as the white panel is actually on the top
of the two gold one’s, but the eye tends to see
a frame?
So you can use these little beauties to frame an
image, photo or greeting, or stamp in the white
panel, link a couple together over a particularly
nice feature on a background etc. etc.
Okay, that is the preview of what I plan to
upload in the coming week, so I am heading for
the shower now before I get started on the
weekend housework.

Rita x

